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Figure 1. Stalker, Snow, Tunnel, digital painting, 2022

We were still in year one of the pandemic
when the ice storm hit. In Ashland, Kentucky, just a few miles from my home, two
elderly women died in their apartments from
hypothermia. I wish I knew their names. The
fallen trees disrupted everything. Families
were barricaded in, unable to reach those
most vulnerable. Phone lines were down. My
grandmother and father live even more rurally, up in Burnaugh, past the Marathon refinery and Calgon. Like us, they were fortunate to have old forms of heat like kerosene.
“We closed all the rooms and huddled by the
heater” she later told me. My husband Ryan
and I live in an old farmhouse

that was once his grandfather’s. We hauled
the old Toyostove from the basement, the
same one my husband remembers napping
beside on snow days when school was out.
We suspected the kerosene in that thing was
20 years old. It rumbled on through the night,
bumping the indoor temperature into the 50s.
We were so grateful.
We boiled water over a chimney starter, using a French press to make coffee that following morning. Funny to reflect on the intense
labor that went into that morning cup, huddling in the freezing cold on the porch. Charcoal blackened our gloves—at the time, a

display of seemingly quaint ruggedness. We
couldn’t have predicted that the aftermath
would last for weeks, months. Huge trees fell
around us: three wide old white oaks, and a
black walnut tree that hung over the driveway. Ryan’s grandfather used to drive over
the hulls to release the nut from its shell (I
always loved that citrusy bitter pine smell of
walnut hulls). We had no way to leave; we
could only rely on others in this collective crisis.
When the bluebirds started to die, we built a
makeshift house: eggshell green, angled, with
an one-inch diameter hole. We threw food
out. We chased off starlings. Our holly
bushes jostled with the desperation of starved
birds. Their blue bodies faceted the snow like
sapphires. Tick marks mapped to the fallen. I
collected them and placed them by the brush
behind our house. Lined up they looked like
a bouquet of delphiniums preserved in ice.
Somewhere, refrigerator trucks were still
doubling as morgues.
During this crisis we still worried about the
Covid crisis. Our sweet neighbor and friend,
the man who officiated our wedding, died
from Covid just months earlier. He was
mirthful with a gravelly voice, wore overalls,
loved to call everyone “children,” and
preached at the church. He died on Thanksgiving Day. When my husband’s dad brought
gasoline and groceries, we’d pile it on plastic
sleds to haul up the long driveway back to the
house. We wore masks. Now in the cold, the
fog of breath carried a kind of dread.
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I think now of a boat on which I sailed away from
the beginning of a war. It was night-time, and over
the deep fertile sea of night the voices of people talking quietly; some lights of the seacoast, faraway;
some stars…I did not know this then, but we spoke
as if we were shadows on that deck, shadows cast
backward by some future fire of explosion.
–Muriel Rukeyser, The Life of Poetry (1949)

I am from West Virginia and have lived there
most of my life. I only recently discovered “The Book of the Dead” (1938). In it,
Jewish poet and activist Muriel Rukeyser
chronicles the Hawks Nest Tunnel Disaster
(1930) in Summersville, West Virginia, and
the hundreds of miners that died from silicosis, a disease that weakens the lungs due to
silica exposure. Silica cuts like glass, reducing the lung’s ability to oxygenate. This
poem sequence is polyphonic and intertextual
weaving in journalism, direct testimonials,
lyricism, personification, and poetic dramatization of real-life accounts of those that experienced this tragedy—stories collected by
Rukeyser personally in 1936 (another crisis
among a crisis, on the eve of World War II).
In 2018 West Virginia University re-released
her collection with an introduction by essayist Catherine Venable Moore, who also writes
about miners and catastrophe. In her intro,
Moore says “Appalachian fatalism wasn’t invented out of thin air. If your list of tragedies
gets long enough, you start to think you’re
fated for disaster.”1 Rukeyser trekked from
New York to West Virginia to better understand the “worst industrial disaster in American History,” a disaster that no one seems to
really know about or at least talk about.
Most of the people suffocated and killed by
the Hawks Nest Tunnel Disaster were black
workers. Moore writes in her introduction
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that “Three-quarters of the workers were migratory blacks from the South who lived in
temporary work camps.2 Still, during the
Covid era we see disparities with Black, Indigenous, and people of color or BIPOC
communities suffering the most. Georgetown
University Professor Dr. Jamillah Bowman
Williams’ work aims to “debias” with research that illuminates the structural systems
that reinforce racism. Her article “Covid-19
Widens Disparities for Workers of Color,”
which appeared in 2020’s ABA Journal of Labor & Employment Law, highlights the failures and discrepancies of industries and companies at providing workers with insurance
and Personal Protective Equipment (PPE).3
Covid disproportionately affects BIPOC due
to the same structural racism that impacted
those that suffered and died from the hands of
Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation.
Rukeyser in her ninth poem within her poetry
cycle “The Book of the Dead” shows us a
mother who lost three sons. She begs for a
chest x-ray for her youngest son Shirley, just
17. Doctors refuse. We see her carry her son
in her arms. We see a bathtub full of dust. He
pleads, “Mother, when I die,/I want you to
have them open me up and/see if that dust
killed me” (ll. 41-3; 79). It does. It kills all
her sons. “They have covered my sky with
crystal” (l. 75; 82).4
Silica is described as milky, sprinkled flour,
that “twinkles.” George Robinson recounts
the white dust on his dark skin: “when I came
out at morning after the/ tunnel at night/ with
a white man, nobody could have told which
man was/ white.” Silica is described as
“white murdering snow.”5
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Figure 2. February 2021, Catlettsburg, KY. Fallen tree limb
encased in ice.

If you pick up most anatomy and medical
textbooks, you’ll notice in the pulmonary
chapters the analogous and overlapping terms
for trees with the inverted tree of the bronchioles, the lung’s branches, the divisions of the
respiratory tree. We breathe as a tree
breathes—the trees breathe without leaves,
their roots breathe, not only carbon dioxide,
but oxygen, the elemental building block of
molecules. O. O in CO2 and SiO2.: “They
used it in the electro-processing of steel. /
SiO2.
SiO2./ The richest deposit… SiO2./
they used it without refining”6
Snowflakes are hexagonal with six reaching
arms. What gives snowflakes their individualism is their path through the clouds. The
symmetry of six is bound by the molecules of
water. Sometimes two crystals can collide in
the whirl of falling and become one, a twelvearmed snowflake. The abundant vitreous
quartz, or crystalline silica, is six-sided, again
bound by the mathematics of molecules. Theophrastus (whose name means “godly
phrased”) in his book on stones regarded

crystals like quartz to be “supercooled ice.”7
Silica of heavenly fire and the hardest ice,
Dante’s Satan was not frozen in ice, but
quartz.
3
In that opaque cube, one light: the film, the screen?
Yes, of course. But also (especially?), visible and unperceived, that dancing cone which pierces the darkness like a laser beam. This beam is minted according to the rotation of its particles, into changing figures; we turn our face forward the currency of a
gleaming vibration whose imperious jet brushes our
skull, glancing off someone’s hair, someone’s face.
As in the old hypnotic experiments, we are fascinated—without seeing it head-on—by this shining
site, motionless and dancing.
–Roland Barthes, “Leaving the Movie Theater,”
trans. Richard Howard8

The first film I ever watched by director Andrei Tarkovsky was Andrei Rublev (1966).
I’ve only seen it the once, with a handful of
people in a screening room at Indiana University. It was for a grad course on Robert
Stam’s reflexivity in film. The professor had
this if-Indiana Jones-were-into-yo-yos-andVideodrome vibe. He would peer at us from
the front as we took notes. As someone who
now teaches film, it’s tough to “work” (grade,
multi-task) during a screening, especially a
three- and half-hour long one. Eventually the
film bewitches with its storytelling. After a
while he just watched along with us. How
sick I felt when the soldiers gouged out the
eyes of the stoneworkers and painters whose
work disappointed an insatiable Russian
prince. We were pretty speechless as we exited into the cool night air. The film fictionalizes the real life of Andrei Rublev, a painter

of religious Russian icons. Like Rukeyser’s
work, it brushed against a forbidden radicalizing—for Rukeyser, the proletarian movement, and for Tarkovsky, the metaphysical,
conversing with the Soviet Union’s past of
abolishing open religious expression, with
these blatant images of barbarism, a thin
mortcloth to the USSR’s history and politics.
In March of 2020 my classes at Marshall University were moved online and Ryan was furloughed from the hospital. We watched a
movie a night, mostly 90s erotic-thrillers or
The Addams Family, even though a lot of the
films talked about by our friends were dystopian. One popular film during the pandemic
was Steven Soderbergh’s Contagion (2011).
So popular in fact Kelly McGuire directly addresses its relevance in the Journal of Medical Humanities. There she argues that Soderbergh’s film is pro-vaccination and that “it
might in fact undermine public health efforts
by promoting a false narrative, which simplifies the kind of vaccination campaign necessary for herd immunity to develop…[with its]
individualistic tropes and plague narrative
scapegoating tendencies.”9 Vaccine hesitancy is bigger than old movies, but we can
add it to the list.
One outlier film from our film list was Tarkovsky’s Stalker (1979).10 Because it was
post-apocalyptic, I struggled; I remembered
the horrific screams of the men with their
eyes gouged out from Andrei Rublev and was
not in the mood for existential terror. I did not
need films to show me a burning world. But
of course, Stalker was haunting, philosophical, rich in generic militarism, the imagery
lush and overgrown, yet kaleidoscopic in an

otherworldly oily sheen—that difficult to describe aesthetic that is singularly Tarkovsky’s
and cinematographer Alexander Knyazhinsky’s.
Briefly, the film (based off the Strugatsky
brothers’ Soviet-Russian sci-fi popular Roadside Picnic (1972)) follows The Writer (Anatoly Solonitsyn) and The Scientist (Nikolai
Grinko) who are being led by a stalker (Alexander Kaidanovsky) to the Zone, a forbidden and supernatural place where wishes and
desires are granted. The stalker is a kind of
Dantean figure. I loved the film, but more
than the observations that the film was prescient to the Chernobyl disaster, or that it embodies nuclear fallout, it is the aftermath of
making Stalker that rips at my heart.
The horror channel Shudder’s series Cursed
Films, sensationalist as the title may be,
points to the lives of those that create movie
magic. Season 2’s episode 3 focuses on Tarkovsky’s Stalker, the last film he ever made.
Many of the crew fell ill from working on the
set. Production unwittingly took place in a
heavily polluted area, downstream from a hydroelectric plant.11 Sound designer Vladimir
Sharun described it this way: “Up the river
was a chemical plant and it poured out poisonous liquids downstream. There is even
this shot in Stalker: snow falling in the summer and white foam floating down the river.
In fact it was some horrible poison.” Tarkovsky and his wife would both die from lung
cancer.
Stalker ends with poetry. The mutant girl, the
stalker’s daughter, reads Russian Romantic
poet Fyodor Tyutchev as she telepathically
moves a glass across a table. “I love your

eyes, my dear/ Their splendid sparkling fire.”
Theories abound as to the meaning of this
scene, but for me, in my simplicity, searching
for hope does not bring hope. It points to
hope and possibility as not entirely expected
or promised, hope that springs from our love
for those closest to us, if we allow it. Tarkovsky’s father Arseny was a poet who almost
lost his life for his art. His poems appear in
Tarkovsky’s films Stalker and Mirror. Cleveland State University Poetry Center published I Burned at the Feast (2015), Arseny’s
selected poems translated by Philip Metres
and Dimitri Psurtsev. It was shortlisted for
the 2016 PEN Translation Award. Today, Arseny’s poems still speak to us. In her essay
“Life of Poetry,” Rukeyser looks at poetry’s
necessity in crises: “Faith is found here, not
in a destiny raiding and parcelling out
knowledge and the earth, but in people, who,
person by person, believes itself. Do you accept your own gestures and symbols? Do you
believe what you yourself say? When you
act, do you believe what you are doing?”12
When the Stalker leaves the Zone to come
home to his wife and daughter, in the presence of poetry we see a miracle that betrays
all understanding of the world: the mutant
girl defies reality, and the glass moves.
4
And mint bowed down beneath our feet,
And birds hovered above our heads.
And fish nosed against the river’s flow,
And the sky unfurled above the land…
While behind us, fate followed
Like a madman with a razor in his hand.
—Arseny Tarkovksy, “First Times Together,”13

West Virginia still lands on the lowest vaccination rates lists.14 There were protests rejecting mask and vaccine mandates throughout the state. On September 18, 2020, the
West Virginia Capitol shut down due to an
anti-mask protest. Roy Ramey, spokesman
for the protest, told the Charleston Gazette
Mail that “he believed the mask requirement
[was] unconstitutional.”15 I want to return to
Moore’s introduction to Rukeyser’s poem. In
it she calls out the ways The Hawks Nest
Tunnel Disaster is “seldom examined,” that
the “list of undervalued, erased lives, as the
rivers of West Virginia run their banks” are
the same racism experienced now with police
brutality, racist rhetoric from politicians, that
“the same white supremacy that allowed,
condoned, and covered up the mass killing at
Hawk’s Nest still asserts its dominance.16”

Figure 3. Wallpaper with masks and pick axes, 2022.

Not far from “the worst industrial accident in
the history of the United States” is the

Greenbrier, West Virginia’s crown-jewel of
tycoon luxury. The resort is outfitted in gentrifier and decorator Dorothy Draper wallpaper—the resort is renowned for its enormous
patterns and highly saturated colors. The
Greenbrier served as a rehabilitation center
for wounded soldiers during World War II, so
even a broken clock is right twice a day.
Though, it also became a “luxury prison” for
Axis Diplomats.17
Moore’s intro connects “Appalachian fatalism” with extractive industries—that’s what
the Hawks Nest Tunnel Disaster was all
about, extracting silica, now it is coal and natural gas. My stepfather was not given adequate PPE while he worked at Ashland Oil.
He is currently on disability for asbestosis.
My father-in-law has bladder cancer from
benzene exposure, he has worked at the refinery for thirty years. During the pandemic, the
Marathon Refinery, two miles from our
home, “exceeded EPA levels for cancercausing” benzene. “Fence line readings
[where our home falls] for benzene jumped
233% between 2019-2020.”18
There is a feeling here of death’s latency. A
few years ago I hung out with a couple of
contractors we hired to put up drywall. They
were in their late 40s, one already with white
hair, the other, tan, bandanaed, lead to a local
rock band. They were covered head to toe
with plaster dust. I asked if they wore masks
while they sanded. The work was already
grueling and claustrophobic, and the mask at
the time must not have seemed so important.
My grandfather’s missing finger, his gold

tooth. So many hands covered in engine
grease. All revealing a resignation, that the
threats are too many, and protecting is futile,
and moreover, inconvenient.
Covid, too, has a latency period. Like drywall
dust or the sweet smell of benzene gas, that is
why it is nefarious. It does not seem to be killing you, until it is, and then, it’s too late. The
weight of ice encases the trees. The forest
creaks and cracks like an old ship sinking into
a vast ocean. You hide in the dark and pray
the roof doesn’t collapse under the weight of
unpredictable gravity—the snow entombing
all I love.

